A COLLABORATIVE EFFORT
HEALS BLU FROM THE BLOCK

BLU

WESTMINSTER, COLORADO
ENROLLED: August 2014
CONDITION: CCL Tear

TRUSTORY

TOTAL PAID: $3,624.60
When we adopted Blu he was just 3 pounds and smaller than our shoe. He outgrew everyone’s
expectations! At two years, he was mostly legs and weighed 65 pounds. Watching him run and play, we
knew that we needed pet medical insurance. After checking out several companies, we made the decision
to go with Trupanion. We thought the Trupanion plan had great coverage. Pricing was easy and
understandable and the plan even had rehab coverage.
Unfortunately, Blu ended up needing to use his coverage. He tore his CCL, which we now know is a
pretty common injury in large breed dogs. Blu’s surgery was $3,300 and rehab was $500. For most of us,
that is a struggle to pay. We were lucky, and so was Blu, because we weren’t alone!
We had the best pet health insurance on the market! But, it wasn’t just about that. It was so much more.
Every time you call you get a representative that is kind, compassionate, and concerned about meeting
your needs. Trupanion brought peace of mind. With Trupanion’s help, you could afford all you needed to
do for your pet. Our great veterinarian Dr. Donald Dodge and his staff at Jasper Animal Hospital in
Louisville, Colorado, the orthopedic surgeon Dr. Kerrihard, our rehab specialist Maime Whitman from
Dog Rehab Works and the pain specialist Dr. Patsy Mich at OrthoPets in Denver all did an amazing job for
Blu. What a collaborative effort! It’s because of all of them that Blu is running around happy and healthy
and wanting everyone on the block to hear his story.
You mean the world to your pet. Don’t get forced into making a regrettable decision because you don’t
have pet health insurance.
Thank you to everyone that makes Trupanion what it is.
Angela W., Chelle F., and Blu from the block
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